On and off systems in human vision.
Three experiments examined the interaction of On and Off responses that were produced by sudden increments and decrements in luminance. All three experiments utilized a masking technique that required observers to detect a signal in a masking field. The mask was produced by brightening or dimming a field of dots, and the signal consisted of the addition or subtraction of a dot. Experiment 1 showed that detection of the signal-dot was more difficult when the luminance of the signal and the mask changed in the same direction (e.g. a new dot added to the field of dots that were being brightened) than when luminance changed in different directions. When the amplitude of signal and mask was varied parametrically (Experiments 2 and 3), accuracy increased with the ratio of amplitudes of signal and mask. But at any given ratio, the signal was more difficult to detect when signal and mask were of the same sign. The greater difficulty encountered in detecting a signal in the context of a "like" mask is ascribed to greater interference between signal and mask when they share the channel.